Even after proper fixation, it may prove difficult to get good sections. Many difficulties have been blamed upon the hardening effects of xylol and the paraffin oven. I have come to realize that neither xylol nor paraffin of any reasonable temperature can do any damage comparable to that caused by alcohols of 80 per cent. or higher. To avoid the use of these alcohols I substitute anilin oil as a dehydrating agent. The procedure used is as follows.
Material fixed in Bouin's-35 per cent. alcohol-50 per cent. until excess pieric acid is removed--1 anilin + 2 70 per cent.-3 anilin + 1 95 per cent.-pure anilin until tissue is completely cleared-2 anilin + 2 xylol (or use more gradual steps if material shows for each form, although there are some, like the armadillo, which give equally good results after almost any period of fixation.
In some forms which have yolky eggs, fixation tends to harden the yolk until it is almost impossible to section satisfactorily. In such cases dilution of the fixative with an equal amount of water may give satisfactory results. This procedure has proved successful with fish eggs and reptile eggs, after ordinary methods had failed completely, and it gives more consistent results with amphibian ova than does the full strength fixative. Mitotic figures in embryos are as distinct and well-fixed following the dilute Bouin's as they are when preserved in the full-strength fluid. 
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SPECIAL ARTICLES SPECIAL ARTICLES THE APPARENT EXISTENCE OF EASILY
DEFLECTABLE POSITIVES UP to the present a positive electron has always been found with an associated mass 1,850 times that associated with the negative electron. In measuring the energies of charged particles produced by cosmic rays some tracks have recently been found which seem to be produced by positive particles, but if so the masses of these particles must be small compared to the mass of the proton. The evidence for this statenlent is found in several photographs, three of which are discussed below.
In one instance, in which a lead plate of 6 mm thickness was inserted in the cloud-chamber, tracks of a particle were observed above and below the lead. The curvature due to the magnetic field was measurable both above and below the lead. There are the following alternative interpretations:
(1) a positive particle of small mass penetrates the lead plate and loses about two thirds of its energy; or (2) two particles are simultaneously ejected from THE APPARENT EXISTENCE OF EASILY DEFLECTABLE POSITIVES UP to the present a positive electron has always been found with an associated mass 1,850 times that associated with the negative electron. In measuring the energies of charged particles produced by cosmic rays some tracks have recently been found which seem to be produced by positive particles, but if so the masses of these particles must be small compared to the mass of the proton. The evidence for this statenlent is found in several photographs, three of which are discussed below.
(1) a positive particle of small mass penetrates the lead plate and loses about two thirds of its energy; or (2) two particles are simultaneously ejected from the lead, in one direction a positive particle of small mass, in the opposite direction an electron; or (3) an electron of about 20,000,000 volts energy penetrates the lead plate and emerges with an energy of 60,000,000 volts, having gained 40,000,000 volts energy in traversing the lead; or (4) the chance occurrence of two independent electron tracks in the chamber, so placed as to give the appearance of one particle traversing the lead plate.
In another instance two tracks of opposite curvature appear below the lead. The alternative interpretations are:
(1) a positive particle of small mass and an electron emerging from the same point in the lead; or (2) a positive particle of small mass strikes the lead and rebounds with a loss in energy; or (3) an electron of about 20,000,000 volts energy strikes the lead and rebounds with 30,000,000 volts energy; or (4) the chance occurrence of two independent electron tracks. the lead, in one direction a positive particle of small mass, in the opposite direction an electron; or (3) an electron of about 20,000,000 volts energy penetrates the lead plate and emerges with an energy of 60,000,000 volts, having gained 40,000,000 volts energy in traversing the lead; or (4) the chance occurrence of two independent electron tracks in the chamber, so placed as to give the appearance of one particle traversing the lead plate.
(1) a positive particle of small mass and an electron emerging from the same point in the lead; or (2) a positive particle of small mass strikes the lead and rebounds with a loss in energy; or (3) an electron of about 20,000,000 volts energy strikes the lead and rebounds with 30,000,000 volts energy; or (4) the chance occurrence of two independent electron tracks.
SCIENCE SCIENCE
In the third instance two tracks appear below the lead plate. The alternative interpretations are:
(1) a positive particle of small mass and another positive particle emerge from the same point in the lead; or (2) a 4,000,000 volt electron rebounds from the lead producing the second track; but here a difficulty is met with, since a change in the sign of the charge would have to be assumed to take place in the rebound of the electron; or (3) the chance occurrence of two independent tracks.
For the interpretation of these effects it seems necessary to call upon a positively charged particle having a mass comparable with that of an electron, or else admit the chance occurrence of independent tracks on the same photograph so placed as to indicate a common point of origin of two particles. The latter possibility on a probability basis is exceedingly unlikely.
The interpretation of these tracks as due to protons, or other heavier nuclei, is ruled out on the basis of range and curvature. Protons or heavier nuclei of the observed curvatures could not have ranges as great as those observed. The specific-ionization is close to that for an electron of the same curvature, hence indicating a positively-charged particle comparable in mass and magnitude of charge with an In the third instance two tracks appear below the lead plate. The alternative interpretations are:
The 
